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Abstract-Most thermal stress analyses assume that the determination of the temperature field is 
uncoupled from that of the stress and displacement fields, while assuming that the stress and displacement 
fields depend on the temperature field. This semi-coupled approach to thermoelasticity is not entirely 
consistent. In this paper the governing equations for the fully coupled theory of thermoelasticity are 
developed and a method for solving these equations, based on the finite element technique, is proposed. 
The numerical method is used to obtain approximate solutions which are then compared with analytical 
solutions to a number of test problems. An assessment is also made of the importance of the full coupling. 
The use of the solution technique is further illustrated with some example problems from geotechnical 
engineering. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are a number of significant problems in en- 
gineering requiring thermal stress analysis. An im- 
portant class of problems arises in mechanical 
engineering and includes the analysis of machine 
components subjected to high temperature environ- 
ments and large temperature variations such as in a 
turbine. Problems of this type have been solved in the 
past using the semi-coupled theory of thermoelastic- 
ity (e.g. [l]). In this approach, it is assumed that the 
temperature changes induce thermal strains and if the 
body is restrained then transient stress changes will 
accompany these strains. Furthermore, it has been 
usual to assume that strains arising from boundary 
loadings and body forces induce only small tempera- 
ture changes in the material, and hence may con- 
veniently be ignored. Analyses of this type are 
traditionally carried out in two stages. The tempera- 
ture distribution is first determined (by solution of the 
governing Laplace or diffusion equations) and this is 
then used to calculate the response of the elastic body 
to the imposed thermal gradients and other applied 
forces. It has generally been considered that this 
approximate, semi-coupled approach is satisfactory 
when applied to materials like metals. It remains to 
be shown whether this approach is sufficiently accu- 
rate for other engineering materials, particularly the 
more exotic composites that have been manufactured 
in recent times and geological materials, i.e. soil and 
rock. 

In geotechnical engineering most analysis is re- 
stricted to isothermal conditions, but there exists a 
number of important problems that require an anal- 
ysis of thermal effects. Examples include the disposal 
of radioactive waste and mining in hot rocks. For 
these cases knowledge of the thermal properties of the 
geological materials is less precise than for metals, 
and at this stage it is difficult to be sure whether the 

traditional, semi-coupled approach to thermal analy- 
sis will be adequate. For this reason a fully coupled 
approach to the problem has been adopted in this 
paper. The governing equations for the fully coupled 
theory are developed and a finite element solution 
scheme is suggested. Numerical results have been 
obtained for several problems for which it is possible 
to obtain analytical solutions, thus providing a means 
of assessing the accuracy of the numerical solutions. 
A parametric study of these problems has been 
carried out to determine when full coupling of the 
thermal and elastic processes is important. To illus- 
trate the utility of this approach, results are also 
obtained for two problems encountered in geotechni- 
cal engineering, viz. the heat flow into a square tunnel 
during cooling of its surfaces and the storage of hot 
radioactive waste in a borehole. 

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The physical process of coupled thermoelastic 
deformation is governed by the following set of 
equations. 

2.1. Equilibrium 

In the absence of body forces, equilibrium of the 
body is expressed, in a Cartesian coordinate system, 
as 

a%=0 (1) 

in which 

and 

alax a/az 0 1 
C.A.S. 3111-F 13 
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Q is the vector of stress components, with tensile 
norm& stress regarded as positive. These qWnt&es 
represent the increase over the inifiaf state of stress 
due ta the applied loading and the temperature 
change. 

2.3. Clunstitutive law 

For the case of the~o~~~s~je defo~at~ons, 
Eooke’s faw for an isotropic material may be written 
as 

in which 6 = T - T,, 

rB and 1” represent the constant initial and current 
absolute temperatures, respectively, fI represents the 
kmperature change and D is a matrix of elastic 
&~nstants~ given by 

with A and G the Lam& modulus and elastic shear 
modulus of the material, respectively. The thermal 
stress modulus, & is given by 

where E and tr are Young’s m&&is and ~~~~on~s 
ratio of the material and CL is the coefficient of linear 
thermal expansion. 

IF compiete coupling of the elastic and thermal 
processes is considered, then the condition for conser- 
vation of mechanical and thermal energy at any point 
can be written in integral form as 

- s ’ VThT dt = /x,8 $ T/k, 
0 

(5) 

in which 

hF = fir,, h,,, h,) = the heat flux, 
p = the mass density, 
c, = the specific heat (at constant volume), 
4 = the volume strain, 

VT = (8 @x, a if+, t7 @a ) = the gradient operator, 

and where the thermoelastic deformations of interest 
occur during the time interval D to f. 

The term T&, accounts for the mechanical energy 
involved in the coupled process and in the more 
conventicmal uncoupled analysis this term is ignored. 
In the present case the temperature changes consid- 
ered will be small compared to the ambient absolute 
temperature (0 K T,), and thus to sufficient accuracy 
Tmay be approximated by the constant T,, in r;qn (5). 

The conduction of heat through the solid body is 
governed by the Fourier law, viz. 

h = -kW <;i 

in which k is the thermal conductivity. 

In the absence of any increase in body force the 
equation of virtual work, relating the internal strain 
energy tu the work done by the surface tractions I?% 
can be written as, 

where 6u represents a virtual displacement field con- 
sistent with the ~~s~iac~en~ boundary conditions 
and &r represents the associated virtual strains. 

If the boundary points are either insulated or 
subjected to a specified temperature, and the virtual 
temperature field, 68, is consistent with these condi- 
tions, then the foBowing equation must be satisfied: 

Substitution ofeqn (6) into (8) gives 

+/;[PW@Ve dt]dV=O. (9) 

The incorporation of specified ffux botmdary condi- 
tions into eqn (9) is relatively straightforward but is 
not pursued here. 
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4. FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION only constant terms. Equation (15) may be written 

An approximate solution of the governing equa- 
incrementally and for the time interval t - At to r it 

tions presented above may be obtained by application 
takes the form 

of the finite element method of spatial discretization. 

s 

, 
Suppose that the continuous values of u and 0 can -La&-MAhqr- Qcp(t) dt = 0 (16) 

be represented adequately by their values at selected 
t-Al 

nodes, i.e., where A6 = 6(t) - S(r - At), 

u=N6 (10) 
A<p = q&) - &t - A;). 

and 
To su~~ient accuracy the time integral may be 
evaluated nume~~lly, so that (16) may be written as 

B=Xq (l’) -L=AS-Mdcp-fAt@A\cp=At@cp(t-Adt) (17) 

where S and qr are the vectors containing the nodal 
values and N and X contain the shape functions of the 
displacements and temperature, respectively. 

The strain components now may be written as 

IE=Bii (12) 

where B = aN, and the temperature gradients can be 
expressed as 

ve =iicp (13) 

where Y = aTaX. 
When eqns (10)-(12) and the extended form of 

Hooke’s law (3) are substituted into eqn (7), it is 
found that 

where 0 <f Q 1, Therefore the incremental solution is 
determined from the system of equations 

The solution over the full time range of interest is 
obtained by incrementing the time and successively 
solving equations of the type given in (18). For 
stability of the time marching scheme f must be 
greater than or equal to one-half[2], and often it is 
convenient to select f = 1. 

5. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND CLOSED-FORM 
SOLUTIONS 

X6-Lcp=b (14) 
The formulation presented in the previous sections 

where K = f B%B dV, 

L=fZr/3XdV, 

2 = aTB, 

has been encoded in a genera1 purpose finite element 
program called AFENA [3]. This program was used 
on a microcomputer to calculate the results for the 
following test problems. 

and b is a vector of nodal forces corresponding to the 5.1. One-dimensional transient heat frow 

applied surface tractions. This problem is defined in Fig. 1. A layer of 
Substitution of eqns (10)-(13) into (9) gives thermoelastic material of thickness h is initially at a 

Pr 
uniform absolute temperature of Z’, throughout. The 

-L%- Mq- 
J 

@cpdt=O (15) 
0 /F ree Surface:a,=O. 0-8s 

where 

and 

M= XT F XdV. 
SO 0 

The solution of eqns (14) and (15) is obtained using 
a time-marching procedure as follows. For the 
thermoelastic material assumed here, the material 
properties are independent of stress level, tempera- 
ture and time, so that matrices K, L, M and qi contain 

1 

h 

Base:w=O, g-0 
32 + 1 

//////////r///////////f 

Fig. 1. On~dimensionaI problem. 
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Fig. 2. F.E. mesh used for one-dimensional problem. Fig. 3. Temperature isochrones for one-dimensional heat 
flow. 

base of the layer (z = 0) is rigid (vertical displace- 
ment, w = 0) and insulated (CJe/az = 0) and for t > 0 
the temperature of the unstressed surface is main- 
tained at an absolute value of T = T,, + C$,; i.e. the 
temperature increase at the surface is B,,. The time- 
dependent response of the layer has been calculated 
analytically, as well as numerically, using the mesh 
depicted in Fig. 2. 

It can be shown that the exact solution for this 
problem is 

(19) 

and 

(20) 

where 

/I = &A/KM). (21) 

In the above equations B and GJ are the Laplace 
transforms of the temperature change and vertical 
displacement, respectively. A and M are the con- 
strained moduli corresponding to adiabatic and 
isothermal conditions, K is the thermal diffusivity, 
and s is the Laplace transform variable. For iso- 
thermal conditions M is related to Young’s modulus, 
E, and Poisson’s ratio, v, by 

E(l -v) 

M = (1 + v)(l - 2v)’ 
(22) 

where /J, c, and p have been defined previously. The 
thermal diffusivity is related to the other material 
properties by 

K = kl(W”). (24) 

To obtain the quantities 0 and w, the transforms 3 
and 6 must be inverted. The inversion process is 
relatively easy when carried out numerically using the 
efficient scheme developed by Talbot [4]. In addition, 
the case corresponding to A = M is simply one- 
dimensional diffusion, the solution for which is well 
known. 

Analytical solutions for the isochrones of tempera- 
ture change and for the variation of the surface heave 
are plotted in Figs 3 and 4. These curves demonstrate 
the influence of the parameter A/M on the coupled 
heat flow; the case where A = M corresponds to 
uncoupled thermoelastic behaviour. It can be seen 
that the coupling of the thermal and elastic processes 

Curve A/M 
-1 

0.8 ---- 1.5 

It may be shown that the adiabatic modulus, A, is 
given by 

A = M + B2To/@J (23) 

OI 
0.01 0.1 1.0 

Kt/h* 

Fig. 4. Surface heave for one-dimensional heat flow. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted temperature isochrones. 

is significant for a material with A/M = 1.5. This 
is likely to be an upper limit on the modulus ratio 
for many of the more conventional engineering 
materials. 

The accuracy of the finite element formulation and 
coding was validated by comparing the analytical and 
numerical solutions for a material with A/M = 2. 
Although in many cases this is likely to be an 
unrealistic choice of the modulus ratio, it does allow 
a comparison for a case where coupling effects are 
particularly significant. As can be seen from Figs 5 
and 6, the agreement between the analytical and 
numerical solutions is very satisfactory. 

5.2. Transient heat flow in an infinite cylinder 

The problem defined in Fig. 7 is now considered. 
Initially the infinitely long cylinder was at a uniform 
absolute temperature To. At time t = O+ the temper- 
ature of its unstressed outer surface (r = a) was raised 
to T = To + O,, and thereafter held constant. The 

.~ 
v.O.3 A/M.2 ’ I 
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0 Finite Element 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of predictions of surface heave. 

Fig. 7. Infinite cylinder with zero initial temperature, there- 
after 0 = B0 at r = a. 

diffusion of heat into the cylinder and the associated, 
coupled thermoelastic deformations have been calcu- 
lated both analytically and numerically with the mesh 
shown in Fig. 8. 

The exact solution for this problem can be written 
as 

where 

/98 = 2(M - A)R + SI,,[pr] (25) 

f=R+(;)(!+) (26) 

R = ($(Y)Q 

S = (A - G)Q 

n=ge,/[(A -G)I&a]+Z(M-A)(:)(!!)] 

r/a-O 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Insulated Boundary 

Fig. 8. F.E. mesh used for cylinder problem. 
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Fig. 9. Temperature isochrones for radial heat flow in a 
cylinder. 

and I,, is the modified Bessel function of zero order 
and u denotes the radial displacement. As before, the 
transforms are most easily inverted numerically using 
the scheme devised by Talbot 141, to give the tempera- 
ture change B and the radial displacement U. In 
addition, the case where A = M corresponds to radial 
diffusion and the solution is well known (e.g. 151, 
p. 198). 

The analytical solutions have been evaluated 
for typical values of the modulus ratio A/M 

and the results have been plotted in Figs 9 and 10. As 
in the previous example, the curves indicate that the 
coupling of the thermal and elastic processes is 
significant for larger values of the ratio A/M. The 
numerical soiutions have been compared with the 
analytical results in Figs 11 and 12 where it is 
demonstrate that satisfactory agr~ment has been 
achieved. 

0.8 - 

Curve A/M _ 
-1 
--- 1.5 

VTO.3 

0 I I 

0.01 0.1 1.0 

Kt/a2 

Fig. 10. Radial expansion of a heated elastic cylinder. 
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Fig. 11, Comparison of predicted temperature isochrones. 

6. GEOTECHNICAL EXAMPLES 

The effectiveness of the numerical technique is 
further illustrated with the analysis of two problems 
of practical significance in geotechnica1 engineering. 

Consider a long, deep, square-sectioned tunnel of 
side a = 3.5 m, penetrating a thermoelastic rock 
mass. The rock mass is assumed to be homogeneous 
and isotropic and to have properties as defined in 
Fig. 13. Initially the rock is at a uniform temperature 
of 50°C. At time t = 0, the temperature of the tunnel 
walls is reduced by 30°C to 20°C and for time t z= 0, 
heat will be extracted through the rock surface and 
the deformations of the surrounding mass will be 
time-dependent. This type of problem will arise in 
practice when an underground roadway is cooled, 

o Finite Element 

1.0 

Kt/a2 

Fig. 12. Comparison of predictions of radial expansion of 
a heated cylinder. 
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Fig. 13. Isochrones of temperature change on the horizon- 
tal mid-plane of a square tunnel. 

e.g. in a deep mine. At depth the rock temperatures 
will be higher than the surface temperatures because 
of the existence of the geothermal gradient, and 
cooling will be required to allow men and machines 
to work at these depths while winning ore. 

The problem described above has been solved 
using the finite element scheme and some numerical 
results are given in Fig. 13. Isochrones of temperature 
change on the horizontal plane at mid-height of the 
tunnel are shown, and the figure also indicates the 
significance of a fully coupled analysis by showing 
curves for A/M = 1 and 1.5. It can be seen from 
Fig. 13 that coupling tends to retard slightly the 
diffusion of heat through the rock mass. However, it 
can be noted that the coupling implied by A/M = 1.5 
has little influence on the transient stress distributions 
in this problem. 

6.2. Heat Jlow from a borehole 

The problem of the disposal of radioactive wastes 
is currently being tackled by the nuclear industry. 
Various schemes for the long term storage of these 
wastes have been proposed and one of these involves 
the placement of cannisters of waste in deep bore- 
holes in stable geological deposits. 

An important aspect of the storage problem con- 
cerns the generation of heat by the decaying radioac- 
tive waste materials and the effect of this heat on the 
surrounding rock masses. Heat will be generated for 
a significant period of time after initial placement and 
thus predictions of the transient thermal response of 
the soil or rock masses are required. 

A typical problem of heat generation within a deep 
cylindrical borehole is considered here. As the hole is 
deep and the continuous depth interval in which the 
cannisters are placed is long, conditions of plane 
strain are assumed and thus the field quantities will 
vary only in the radial direction. Finite element 
computations have been made of the transient re- 

sponse of a rock mass for which E = 80,000 MPa, 
v = 0.3, a = 10-5”C-1 and K = 0.02 m*/year. The 
temperature boundary condition at the wall of the 
borehole (r = a) is assumed to vary with time. In 
particular, the temperature is considered to increase 
initially linearly with time, until it reaches a maxi- 
mum increase of 50°C after 2 years. Thereafter, the 
boundary temperature reduces exponentially with 
time, so that 50 years after initial placement of the 
waste it will drop to an overall increase of 25°C. 
These boundary conditions at r = a, can be summa- 
rized as follows: 

9, = 25t, 0 < t S 2 years 

= 50 exp(0.0288 - O.O144t), t 2 2 years. 

Numerical predictions of the transient thermoelastic 
response of the rock mass are summarized in Figs 
14-16. Figure 14 shows the temperature distributions 
at selected times, viz. t = 2, 22 and 222 years after 
initial placement of the heat source. Isochrones at 2 
and 22 years have been plotted for rock masses for 
which A/M = 1 and 1.5, i.e. predictions using the 
semi-coupled and fully coupled theories are given. It 
can be seen that the fully coupled theory predicts a 
slightly slower flow of heat away from the borehole 
and into the rock mass. Only one curve has been 
plotted for t = 222 years, because the differences 
between predictions for AIM = 1 and 1.5 cannot be 
detected at the scales used in Figs 14-16. 

The transient stress changes are shown in Figs 15 
and 16, with compression plotted here as positive. 
Figure 15 indicates that the radial stress changes are 
entirely compressive and it is interesting that these 
stresses continue to increase for some time after t = 2 
years, even though the boundary temperature is 
decreasing for t > 2_ years. These stress increases 
occur as the heat is redistributed within the rock 

60 I I I I I I 
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Fig. 14. Temperature isochrones for the borehole problem. 
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Fig. 15. Isochrones of radial stress change for the borehole Fig. 16. Isochrones of circumferential stress change for the 
problem. borehole problem. 

mass. Eventually the radial stresses close to the hole 
decrease, as can be seen, for example, at t = 222 
years. 

The stress changes in the circumferential direction 
are plotted in Fig. 16 and it is notable that very high 
compressive stress changes (in excess of 30 MPa) are 
induced in the rock close to the borehole wall. At 
larger radii, e.g. for r/a > IS, signi~~ant tensile stress 
changes are induced in the circumferential direction 
at t = 2 and 22 years. At the later time t = 222 years 
the circumferential stress changes are relatively small 
and compressive. Of course, at large times the pre- 
dicted stress changes become infinitesimal. 

It is aiso interesting to note that the fully coupled 
theory predicts significant but not large differences in 
the stress distributions, compared to those obtained 
using the semi-coupled approach. Indeed, it is likely 
that for most geological materials A/M < 1 S, and so 
the semi-coupled theory should adequately predict 
the the~~lasti~ response. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The theory of fully coupled thermoelasticity has 
been presented, together with a numerical solution 
scheme based on the use of the finite element tech- 
nique with a time-marching strategy. This procedure 
has allowed the solution for the full transient re- 
sponse in thermoelastic problems. Solutions obtained 
numerically have been compared with analytical solu- 
tions and the agreement was found to be satisfactory. 
An examination was made of the significance of full 
coupling on the predicted response of the thermoelas- 

50 I I I I 

- A1M:l.S 
---- A/M:l.O 

tic material for a number of initial value problems. It 
has been demonstrated that coupling has a si~ifi~nt 
influence on the rate of heat diffusion throughout the 
material whenever the adiabatic and isothermal mod- 
uli (A and M, respectively) are sufficiently different, 
say by about 25 per cent or more. It is expected that 
many natural materials will have ratios of A to M less 
than 1.25 and so the traditional, semi-coupled theory 
may provide sufficient accuracy in most geotechnical 
problems. Howevbr, it seems likely that the fully 
coupled theory may have application to the predic- 
tion of the thermomechanical behaviour of modern 
composite materials, although specific data on their 
thermal and elastic properties are not available at 
present to fully justify this assertion. 
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